SOFTWARE SUITE

Flipbox Software Suite is the powerful software to enhance group collaboration
through the use of interactive display. Install Flipbox Software Suite on Windows 7 or
8 powered PC connected to any touchscreen or interactive whiteboard and you will
get a full-featured set of presentation and collaboration tools to make group work
more effective and most productive.

With Flipbox Software Suite you can sketch, present documents, browse the Internet,
wirelessly display laptop or tablet screen, set-up videoconferencing - basically,
everything needed to impress your audience and increase your team's productivity!

Many software solutions for interactive displays and whiteboards that are on the
market today were designed for elementary education purposes and do not entirely
correspond to the needs of modern businesses and higher education establishments.
That is the reason why a majority of existing interactive display and whiteboard
solutions have just basic utilities and capabilities. Flipbox Software Suite can bring this
expensive hardware back to life. And once you have PC and touchscreen you don’t
have to buy any additional hardware – simply install Flipbox.

WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH FLIPBOX?
DRAWING
Flipbox can be used as a substitute for
a usual marker whiteboard or a flip
chart. You can write with digital ink,
print records, save them to flash
drives and send by e-mail.

FILE AND WEB BROWSERS
Presenting has never been so easy simply connect a USB flash drive and
select a file you want to show. Flipbox
supports displaying still images, video
and popular office formats such as MS
Office and PDF.
You can use gestures to scroll and
scale displayed document. Drawing
and saving tools are available as well.
SCREEN MIRRORING FOR NOTEBOOKS AND TABLETS
Flipbox is perfect for BYOD collaboration. You can display notebook desktop on
Flipbox without connecting any wires. The image is transmitted through WiFi. You can
annotate over the mirrored screen and control the notebook directly from Flipbox.
Apple Airplay Mirroring support is also available for displaying desktop of Apple iPad
or iPhone.

VIDEOCONFERENCING
Flipbox Suite supports cloud-based software videoconferencing powered
by TrueConf. It can natively connect to another Flipbox or to any endpoint
or multipoint server that supports H.323 or SIP protocols (e.g. LifeSize
Room, Cisco Tandberg Edge, Polycom HDX, etc.) - option. Compatibility
mode now allows running Skype, Microsoft Lync, Cisco Webex and other
video collaboration tools.

WINDOWS 8.1 COMPATIBLE
Administrator can preinstall Windows
applications on Flipbox (like Skype or
Microsoft Lync). Then you can easily
start these applications from Flipbox
user interface. Applications will run in
the sandbox, so, it is perfectly safe,
convenient and efficient way to work
with your applications in a meeting
room.

WHERE CAN YOU USE FLIPBOX SUITE?
IN BUSINESS
Flipbox Suite is perfect for
meeting rooms and conference
halls. With Flipbox it is easy to
engage your audience, capture
notes and discuss ideas.
Each participant of the meeting
can bring image from his own
device (laptop or iPad) to the big
screen in seconds – and that truly
facilitates the collaboration.
IN EDUCATION
A lot of school and higher
education teachers and business
trainers prefer Flipbox Suite to
conventional whiteboard
software.
Flipbox also enables teachers to
use such modern technologies
like BYOD and videoconferencing
in process of education.

IN HEALTHCARE
The demand for collaboration
tools is very high in healthcare.
And Flipbox Suite provides all
necessary tools to support
effective communications. That is
extremely useful for doctors and
healthcare officials.
Doctors can use Flipbox tools
side-by-side with special
healthcare software, annotate on
top of it and share notes across
their colleagues by e-mail, USB
drive and networked printer.
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